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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have just installed a Windows 2003 server. What action
should you take regarding the default administrator and guest
accounts for securing a computer?
A. Disable the guest account but keep the administrator
account.
B. Disable the administrator account but keep the guest
account.
C. Disable both and create new accounts with different names
for those functions.

D. Leave them as they are, since they are needed for Windows
Server Operation.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Adele Stanley, a member of the Greenhouse Health Plan, recently
went to a network pharmacy to have a prescription filled. The
pharmacist informed Ms. Stanley that the prescribed drug was
not in the plan formulary and that reimbursement for the drug
was not available except in extraordinary circumstances. The
pharmacist asked Ms. Stanley if she would accept a generic
substitute.
The paragraph below contains two pairs of terms enclosed in
parentheses. Determine which term in each pair correctly
completes the paragraph. Then select the answer choice
containing the two terms that you have chosen.
Greenhouse's prescription drug reimbursement policy indicates
that the plan formulary is classified as (open / closed), and
that compliance by patients and providers is (mandatory /
voluntary).
A. closed / voluntary
B. open / mandatory
C. closed / mandatory
D. open / voluntary
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is a disadvantage of using aggressive mode instead of main
mode for ISAKMP/IPsec establishment?
A. It does not support NAT traversal.
B. It does not support dead peer detection.
C. It does not hide the identity of the peer.
D. It does not use Diffie-Hellman for secret exchange.
Answer: C
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